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My Ideal Job - Questionnaire
1. Decide which of these features are important for your future job.
Put A - very important; B - quite important; C - not very important.
Put other features that are important in the spaces.
I’d like a job in which I can use some aspect of:
1.
2.
3.
4.

mathematics
computers
languages
...............................................................................

I want to work where there is concern for:
5.
6.
7.
8.

people’s health or appearance
the management of finance
people’s physical safety or security
.............................................................................

I want to work where I can deal with:
9. the production of goods
10. the transportation of people, goods and materials
11. the sale and distribution of goods
12. the quality of the environment
13. entertaining people
14. informing people
15. ..........................................................
In my work I’d like to be involved in:
16. using or appreciating artistic skills
17. making, repairing or adjusting things
18. finding out how or why things work
19. preparing diagrams, displays or plans
20. using ideas to write creatively
21. observing behaviour and writing reports
22. checking or calculating figures or data
23. helping people with some kind of difficulty
24. persuading people to accept ideas, goods or services
25. singing, dancing, or acting
26. speaking in public
27. ........................................................
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I’d like a job:
28. working outdoors
29. travelling (locally or abroad)
30. which might lead to self-employment
31. meeting or working with young children
32. ...........................................................
2. Now choose the items you have considered very important and put
them in order. e.g. 4, 7, 15, etc
3. With a partner use the above to discuss the most important aspects of
your work. Which jobs would suit you and your partner?

Long Term/ Short Term Plans
We use be going to for plans:
I’m going to go to Italy for a holiday.
We use be + verb + ing for appointments:
I’m meeting Tom at eight.
What are your plans:
for this afternoon
for your training

for tomorrow night

for next weekend

for your studies

for your career

for Christmas
for your children

“What are you doing this afternoon?”
“What are your plans for tomorrow night?”
When we have no plans we can use might, may or would like to and want to:
I might go to the cinema.
I’d like to send my children to university.
Write a short action plan for your training, studies and career.
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